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Abstract: Increased performance with reduced overall cost, and precise design and optimization of
launch systems are critical to affordability. In this respect, the use of hybrid motors has increased to
ease handling based on motor selection. In the current study, the launch vehicle’s performance is
enhanced by incorporating a hybrid rocket motor into the last stage and optimized using particle
swarm optimization to develop a six-degrees-of-freedom tool. This modification aims to increase
payload placement flexibility, facilitate handling, and reduce costs. Thanks to the interactive subsys-
tems within this research, this innovative study more comprehensively considers the launch vehicle
trajectory design problem, allowing the simultaneous consideration of the effect of launch vehicle
geometry along with other parameters in the system. In this context, the proposed method is applied
to the Minotaur-I launch vehicle, and contributions of the detailed design and optimization are
presented. Optimization results show that the percentage differences between these models for the
original vehicle were observed to be 11.55% in velocity and 8.02% in altitude. However, there were
differences of 10.06% and 48.8%, 15.8% and 23.2%, and 19.5% and 78.9% in altitudes and velocities
when the center of gravity and moment of inertia changes were neglected, and constant aerodynamic
coefficients were assumed, respectively. In all these cases, it was observed that the flight path angle
was not close to zero. Moreover, the same mission was achieved by the launch vehicle with the
optimized hybrid last stage and the propulsion performance was increased by about 7.64% based on
the specific impulse and total impulse-over-weight ratio.

Keywords: hybrid rocket motors; launch vehicles; particle swarm optimization; multidisciplinary
optimization

1. Introduction

Since the beginning of the space race, a variety of launch vehicles have been developed
to transport a satellite to Earth’s orbit or beyond, astronauts to the Moon, or scientific
instruments and cargo to the International Space Station. Launch vehicles or launchers
can be classified according to their mass capabilities such as heavy-lift, medium-lift, and
small-lift, while ballistic missiles have been transformed into space launch vehicles; for
example, Delta IV from the heavy-lift launch vehicle category was derived from the Thor
intermediate-range ballistic missile, which was the first operational ballistic missile of the
United States Air Force (USAF); and the small-lift Falcon-9 was derived from many of
today’s launch vehicles to avoid the cost and simplify the design process [1]. Traditionally,
small satellites and light-weight satellites have been launched into space as secondary
payloads on larger launch vehicles. However, the secondary payload approach did not
provide specific requirements such as launch timing and orbital characteristics for many
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small satellites. Therefore, smaller launch vehicles for a wide range of applications for
small satellite missions have been started to be developed.

With the increased number of small satellites developed and launched yearly, there
has been a strong need to reduce launch costs and lower handling and preparation times.
HRM stands out as a strong candidate to meet these needs with advantages such as in-
creased safety, throttle control, environmentally friendly propellants, simplified design,
cost-effectiveness, combustion efficiency, ease of testing and handling, and potential for
reusable components, making them attractive for specific applications. Several pioneering
companies have been at the forefront of advancing hybrid rocket propulsion technology, fus-
ing the advantages of both solid and liquid propulsion methods. Virgin Galactic, renowned
for its suborbital space tourism endeavors, has also delved into hybrid rocket technology
for its SpaceShipTwo suborbital spacecraft [2]. Notably, ARCA Space Corporation has been
working diligently on hybrid rocket technology with aspirations to create launch vehicles
and spacecraft capable of deploying payloads to various orbits [3]. Beyond these, ExPace,
a subsidiary of China Aerospace Science and Industry Corporation (CASIC), has made
strides in the hybrid propulsion sector, particularly with the Kuaizhou series of rockets,
contributing to China’s space endeavors [4]. Additionally, Nammo, a European aerospace
and defense company, has demonstrated commitment to hybrid rocket technology, joining
the ranks of innovative entities aiming to revolutionize propulsion in both civil and military
applications [5]. The HANBIT-TLV suborbital rocket serves as a precursor to the company’s
upcoming commercial satellite launcher, the Hanbit-Nano [6]. This two-stage small satellite
launcher is meticulously designed to transport payloads weighing up to 50 kg to a 500 km
sun-synchronous orbit. These companies, among others, symbolize cutting-edge progress
in hybrid rocket propulsion, which has domain-rich potential to transform space access
and exploration paradigms.

The results from a comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of SRMs, LRMs,
and HRMs shown in Table 1. Articles by Schoettle and Hillesheimer (1991), Lu and Pan
(1992), Eberhart and Shi (1998), Gath and Calise (2001), Miele (2002), Miele (2003), Venter
and Sobieszczanski-Sobieski (2003), Bayley (2007), Rafique et al. (2009), Kitagava et al.
(2012), DaLin et al. (2012), Pontani (2014), Dileep et al. (2015), Wiegand et al. (2015), Zhou
et al. (2017), Lappas (2019), Casalino et al. (2022), Mall and Taheri (2022), and Villanueva
(2022) present very detailed studies on HRMs and their historical developments. HRMs
have been extensively studied due to their unique design combining solid and liquid
propulsion elements [7–27]. Their historical development spans decades, with significant
advancements in understanding combustion dynamics, performance optimization, and
safety enhancements. These studies have contributed to the broader field of rocket propul-
sion, offering innovative solutions and insights into efficient and reliable space propulsion
technologies. In Table 1, the items indicated with a “+” sign on the table represent advan-
tages, those with a “−” sign indicate disadvantages, and “N/A” signifies the absence of
either advantages or disadvantages.

According to Table 1, solid rocket propulsion offers advantages in simplicity and
reliability due to minimal moving parts, featuring stable propellants ideal for extended
storage and fixed thrust profiles as seen in boosters. However, a drawback is their lack
of throttle control, impeding precise adjustments, and once ignited, they are not easily
shut down. This contrasts with liquid propulsion, which provides precise throttle control
and restart capabilities for intricate missions like orbital maneuvers. Liquid propellants
enhance fuel efficiency and performance with high specific impulse allowing for a variety
of propellant combinations. Nonetheless, the complexity of liquid motors leads to increased
manufacturing and maintenance costs, and volatile propellants demand cautious handling
due to potential degradation. On another point, hybrid propulsion amalgamates solid
safety with liquid control, excelling in throttle adaptability and potentially higher efficiency,
and some hybrid propellants are environmentally friendlier.
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Table 1. Comparison of advantages and disadvantages of solid, liquid, and hybrid rocket motors.

Properties Solid Liquid Hybrid

Simplicity + − −
Reliability + N/A +

Storage + − N/A
Thrust High N/A Limited

Operational Flexibility + − +
Controllability − + N/A

Restart Capability − + +
Specific Impulse Low High N/A

Safety N/A − +
Cost-effectiveness N/A N/A +
Grain Robustness N/A N/A +

Eco-friendly N/A N/A +
Performance N/A N/A +

The superior density-specific impulse (ρ − Isp) values exhibited by solid propellants
render them highly suitable for deployment in compact stages, which are particularly
well-suited for the initial phases of a launch vehicle. Their inherent reliability, devoid
of the need for pumps and valves, is a noteworthy characteristic [7]. However, this
commendable performance and shutoff control capability may not extend effectively to
upper stages due to the limitations associated with lower Isp of around 210–250 s. In
contrast, liquid rocket motors (LRMs) circumvent these challenges by offering higher
Isp and the added advantage of flexible stop-and-restart capabilities. Typically, liquid
oxygen (LOX) serves as the oxidizer (O), while either liquid hydrogen (LH2) or RP-1
functions as the fuel (F), influencing propellant performance significantly [3]. Hybrid
rocket motors (HRMs) share performance similarities with storable or semicryo LRMs.
With oxygen (Ox) stored separately from F, HRMs boast the ability to be shut off and
restarted akin to LRMs, along with the capacity for throttling within a broad thrust (T)
range [3]. Combining advantageous features of both solid rocket motors (SRMs) and LRMs,
HRMs have garnered considerable attention in contemporary technologies, primarily
due to their merits in terms of high safety, simplicity, cost-effectiveness, stop-and-restart
capability, throttling ability, and the utilization of environmentally friendly propellant
combinations. Despite these advantages, HRMs exhibit certain drawbacks, including a
low solid F regression rate and intricacies related to the coupling between mixture-ratio
values and thrust levels. Notwithstanding these issues, the successful utilization of HRMs
in SpaceShipOne, marking the first private manned space flight, underscores their potential
and applicability [4]. The distinctive characteristics of HRMs, such as the separate storage of
solid and liquid oxidizers, contribute to enhanced safety and cost-effectiveness throughout
the manufacturing, storage, transportation, and operational processes [10]. The specified
features indicate that HRMs are advantageous compared to solid and liquid rocket motors,
and the importance of their use is highlighted in conjunction with evolving technology.
Considering these attributes, it is posited that the integration of HRMs as a stage of a launch
vehicle can significantly enhance the overall performance of launch vehicles.

The historical dominance of solid and liquid propulsion in space exploration has
resulted in a wealth of knowledge and established technologies, creating a gravitational
pull towards these proven systems. The preferences and investments of the space industry,
including governmental space agencies and private companies, can strongly influence re-
search priorities, with a bias towards traditional technologies. Additionally, the perception
of higher risk and less maturity associated with hybrid rocket technology, especially in
multi-stage setups, may make researchers and funding agencies more risk-averse. The
limited operational examples of multi-stage launch vehicles utilizing hybrid rocket motors
further contribute to a hesitancy among researchers and engineers to delve into this less-
traveled domain. Despite these challenges, the dynamic nature of the rocket propulsion
environment indicates that research interests are shifting and a focus on hybrid rocket mo-
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tors has begun, as technologies advance, the industry needs to evolve, and early adopters
demonstrate success in the field of hybrid propulsion for multi-stage launch vehicles [11].
Therefore, the optimization studies conducted for multi-stage launch vehicles in the lit-
erature are quite limited due to the complexities they entail. Specifically, the number of
publications on hybrid rocket motors used in multi-stage launch vehicles is significantly less
compared to those on solid- and liquid-fueled rockets [11]. Among the challenges encoun-
tered in these studies, obtaining high Isp over a minimum of 280 s is deemed most critical.
Some examples of the optimization problem objectives studied are payload maximization,
gross lift-off weight (GLOW) minimization, and F consumption minimization [12–14]. The
studies discussed trajectory optimization and guidance methods for an advanced launch
system, likely focusing on techniques to optimize the path and control of launch vehicle
trajectories, as well as the optimization of launch vehicle ascent trajectories under path
constraints and coast arcs, exploring methods to enhance the efficiency and performance
of launch trajectories. In order to solve these optimization problems, there is a variety of
solution methods. For example, genetic algorithms (GAs) have mostly been used to obtain
orbit, vehicle weight, stage length (L∗), and total cost [15,16]. This approach leverages
computational methods to efficiently explore and refine design variables, contributing to
the development of more efficient and cost-effective launch systems. Researchers continue
to refine and combine optimization techniques like GA with other algorithms such as
sequential quadratic programming (SQP) to further enhance trajectory design and perfor-
mance across various phases of flight. The SQP method is used by many researchers to
find the flight path, motor characteristics, and maximum angle of attack (α) [17–20]. These
interdisciplinary approaches underscore the importance of computational optimization in
advancing the precision and effectiveness of launch vehicle design and operations. The uni-
form trigonometrization method (UTM) has been used to optimize the re-entry trajectory
of reusable launch vehicles, and SRM characteristics and trajectory are optimized using a
hybrid method that combines GA and SQP methods [21,22].

In the last decades, the particle swarm optimization (PSO) technique, which is also a
class of heuristic methodology, has become prominent. Simplicity is the main reason for
using a swarm algorithm (SA). Because the basic version of the PSO appears very intuitive,
it is considerably easier to program and implement. Although it is computationally expen-
sive in comparison with gradient-based methods, in the literature it is reported as being
more efficient than GAs because of the decreased number of function evaluations [23,24].
The adoption and further exploration of the PSO in various fields highlight its potential
for addressing complex optimization challenges. As researchers continue to refine and
adapt PSO techniques to specific application domains, its versatility and effectiveness are
likely to be more widely recognized and integrated into diverse optimization problems in
the future. Despite its promising features, few researchers have concentrated on PSO to
use it in launch vehicle design optimization problems [25–27]. These studies collectively
investigate the application of the PSO to optimize ascent trajectories of multi-stage launch
vehicles, including addressing ascent phase trajectory optimization problems and enhanc-
ing trajectories for vehicles equipped with multi-combined cycle engines. Each of these
studies delves into the application of the PSO in optimizing launch vehicle trajectories for
different purposes.

In this study, the optimization objective is the determination of hybrid motor char-
acteristics and some flight path parameters such as thrust vector control (TVC) angle
to obtain a target trajectory for a specified payload mass (PM). To accomplish this task,
the nonlinear coupling between aerodynamics, propulsion, structure, and trajectory sub-
systems is considered in the six-degrees-of-freedom (6DOF) simulation. Aerodynamic
coefficients and structural properties are modeled using Data Compendium (DATCOM)
v2011 and Computer-Aided Three-Dimensional Interactive Application (CATIA) V5R19,
respectively. The method was applied to the Minotaur-I launch vehicle. Reference is made
to the Minotaur-I launch vehicle, which has a total of four stages as solid, e.g., M55A1
and SR19 as the first and second stages used in Minuteman missiles, Orion 50XL and
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Orion 38 as the third and fourth stages taken from the Pegasus rocket. The hybrid rocket
motors considered in the present analysis use cryogenic LOX, which requires low values
of the mixture ratio to give high Isp when burning with fuels containing hydrocarbons,
and paraffin-based solid F as a propellant combination, which presents a good Isp, a large
regression rate coefficient (n), higher performance, and has a blowdown feed system [10].
The subsystems are updated in each iteration step based on the hybrid rocket propulsion
characteristics and geometry, according to the optimization steps, leading to the attainment
of the optimum solution. The literature gap in the launch vehicle design and optimization
can be filled by modeling the interaction between aerodynamics, propulsion, structure, and
trajectory subsystems in 6DOF simulation. Additionally, the performance of launch vehi-
cles can be increased by using hybrid propulsion systems, which have lower production
and manufacturing costs than other types of propulsion systems.

In the literature, there are articles in which simulations are conducted using 6DOF
equations of motion. However, in recent literature studies involving optimization with the
use of a 6DOF trajectory model, it is assumed that aerodynamic coefficients, center of gravity,
and mass or moment of inertia values remain constant throughout the optimization process.
In these studies, only simulation purposes are pursued without updating subsystems
during optimization, and the focus is on finding the optimum values of a limited set of
parameters [28–30]. On the other hand, while the research on hybrid rockets is expanding
with an increasing number of publications, our study distinguishes itself by introducing
a novel approach. In a pioneering contribution to the literature, our study introduces
an optimization approach by using a 6DOF model that seamlessly integrates multiple
subsystems, including aerodynamic, structural, environmental, propulsion, and trajectory
components. This comprehensive integrated framework facilitates the interactive updating
of subsystems throughout the optimization study for the first time in the literature. In our
study, angular motion (three axes) and linear motion (three axes) are modeled as 6DOF.
Throughout the optimization algorithm, it was observed that the location of the center of
gravity, moments of inertia, and aerodynamic forces and moments change depending on
the changing length of the launch vehicle after the separation of its stages. In our analysis,
the effect of launch vehicle geometry was included in the study since the subsystems work
interactively, and optimum results were obtained.

In other studies, only linear motion is considered since it is modeled as three degrees
of freedom (3DOF), and only lift and drag are included in aerodynamics [31–35]. This
aerodynamic lift and drag were extracted for the first geometry depending on the Mach
number (M), that is, a new database was not created depending on the geometric change
in aerodynamic forces. The 3DOF model stands out for its features of dynamic model
simplification, saving on processor power and data processing capacity, and reducing
system complexity. On the other hand, the importance of comprehensive modeling that is
the closest representation to reality becomes evident in the optimization of subsystems with
a dominant impact on the trajectory and performance of the launch vehicle, such as the
propulsion system characteristics. However, in our study, we have the chance to examine
the moment effects, namely the angular motion, together with other changes. As a different
approach from other studies in the literature, an optimum result was successfully achieved
while the effects that depend on geometrical changes in aerodynamic forces and the causes
of these effects on the trajectory were observed.

In this respect, our study looks more comprehensively at the launch vehicle trajectory
design problem and, for the first time, the effect of launch vehicle geometry works simulta-
neously with other parameters in the system, thanks to the interactive subsystems, and a
successful optimum result was obtained. In our paper, Section 2 represents the modeling
of hybrid launch vehicle subsystems, including aerodynamics, structural, and propulsion
factors, as well as environment and gravity models. In Section 3, the main idea behind
the optimization problem is defined in detail, along with the provided solution procedure.
In Section 4, the comparison results with comprehensive modeling are evaluated. The
discussions and conclusions are given in Section 5.
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2. Modeling of Hybrid-Propellant Launch Vehicle

In this section, the subsystem models used in the optimization process are defined.
The launch vehicle subsystems are coupled in a 6DOF simulation. Additionally, the current
study attempts to fill the gap present in the literature for optimization that incorporates
6DOF integration and a model of subsystem couplings, including updates of subsystem
parameters in each iteration during the optimization process. The proposed design and
optimization study were applied to the Minotaur-I launch vehicle, and the results were
obtained and evaluated. The Minotaur-I launch vehicle was chosen due to all its stages
using a solid propellant. The Minotaur-I launch vehicle was also chosen due to the ease of
modeling solid-propellant systems in simulation environments and the availability of refer-
ence mission data in the literature to compare with the optimization results. Minotaur-I,
a member of the Minotaur rocket family produced by Orbital Sciences Corporation (now
Northrop Grumman), is an American expendable launch system derived from the Min-
uteman II missile [36]. It is specifically designed for launching small satellites for the US
Government. Minotaur-I stands at a height of 19.21 m and has a width of 1.67 m. Initially,
launches of Minotaur-I were conducted from Space Launch Complex 8 at Vandenberg Air
Force Base. The first successful flight carried The Joint Air Force-Weber State University
Satellite (JAWSAT), an American military mini-satellite, on 27 January 2000, from Vanden-
berg Air Force Base. There has been a total of twelve successful launches of Minotaur-I. The
launch vehicle consists of the M55A1 first stage and SR19 second stage, repurposed from
a decommissioned Minuteman missile. Additionally, the third and fourth stages utilize
components from the Pegasus rocket, specifically the Orion 50XL and Orion 38. Minotaur-I
has proven its reliability, with the most recent launch being the NROL111 national security
space payload for the National Reconnaissance Office, which took place on 15 June 2021,
from NASA’s Wallops Flight Facility.

2.1. Aerodynamic Model

Aerodynamic coefficients are critical parameters in the simulation model. These coeffi-
cients are utilized to understand the interaction and aerodynamic behavior of an object in
the airflow. Used in simulation models, these coefficients play a crucial role in assessing and
optimizing the performance of a launch vehicle. They assist engineers in improving their
designs and optimizing aerodynamic performance. Therefore, aerodynamic coefficients
have been incorporated into an aerodynamic model and integrated into the simulation tool.
DATCOM, widely used semi-empirical aerodynamic prediction code, is utilized to calcu-
late aerodynamic coefficients and integrate them into the flight mechanics subsystem [37].
DATCOM predicts aerodynamic forces, moments, and stability derivatives as a function
of the α (angle of attack) and M (Mach number) for the desired flight condition based on
the altitude and Reynolds number (Re). The static coefficients and dynamic derivatives of
the aerodynamic coefficients are obtained as an output file. In-flight mechanics, the static
coefficients, and the dynamic derivatives are combined to calculate aerodynamic forces
and moments. This study considers drag, lift, and side forces, as well as rolling, pitching,
and yawing moments. The aerodynamic coefficients are dependent on various parameters
(precisely α, Re, and Mach); however, they are modeled to be dependent on three vari-
ables: α, sideslip angle (β), and M. The coefficients are obtained within the range of −20
to 20 degrees for α and β, and from 0 to 50 for M, ensuring they do not exceed the flight
range. The study was conducted on a four-stage launch vehicle, and an optimization study
was carried out by replacing the final stage with a hybrid-propellant motor. As the size
of the final stage changes, the overall length of the launch vehicle is consequently altered.
Therefore, adjusting the aerodynamic coefficients of the entire launch vehicle and each
stage is necessary when each stage is separated. Aerodynamic coefficients are integrated
into the simulation model and updated during the optimization process based on changes
in the geometry of the launch vehicle. The geometry of the launch vehicle was modeled
using MATLAB 2017b and integrated with the input file of the DATCOM program. Within
this scope, during optimization, the stage length obtained from the propulsion model is
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used to update the DATCOM model through MATLAB 2017b, allowing the launch vehicle
to be remodeled for the new geometry and obtaining updated aerodynamic coefficients
without requiring additional inputs. Thus, by modeling the current state of the launch
vehicle’s aerodynamic performance and its effects on the flight, the challenge of treating
them as constant values has been overcome.

2.2. Structural Model

Mass, moment of inertia, and center of gravity are fundamental parameters in flight
simulation within the structural model. The mass value of the launch vehicle has a decisive
impact on acceleration, velocity, and maneuverability. The moment of inertia determines the
response to angular motions, influencing maneuverability. The center of gravity represents
the balance point of the launch vehicle and affects stability if not in an appropriate position.
Accurate modeling and simulation of these parameters are crucial to understanding how the
launch vehicle will behave in real-world conditions. Careful tracking of these parameters
in flight simulation is critical for safe and effective flight operations. In the design phase,
accurately determining these parameters plays a significant role in optimizing the launch
vehicle’s performance and achieving the desired flight characteristics. Therefore, the vehicle
structure serves as the mechanical interface between launch vehicles and all subsystems,
making it crucial to obtain the most optimal design of the structural configuration to meet
mission requirements. For the structural models of the Minotaur-I launch vehicle, CATIA
V5R19 product design software was utilized [24]. The geometry, stage characteristics,
and dimensions utilized in both the structural and aerodynamic models are depicted in
Figure 1. It is important to highlight that the dimensions of the final stage were updated
and optimized using a hybrid rocket motor and included in the optimization process.
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Figure 1. The representation of the Minotaur-I launch vehicle geometry used in structural and
aerodynamic subsystems, obtained from DATCOM.

The case material of the first stage, MM 55A1, is D6AC steel, while the second stage,
MM SR19, utilizes 6Al-4V titanium. The third stage, Orion 50XL, and the fourth stage,
Orion 38, have monocoque graphite epoxy as their case material. Structural modeling
was performed using the CATIA V5R19 CAD program [38]. Throughout the optimization,
structural characteristics were updated by assuming the hybrid motor is made of 6Al-4V
titanium also known as Grade 5 titanium, and mass and length calculations were performed
in structural modeling. This material consists of 90% titanium, 6% aluminum, and 4%
vanadium, offering an optimal combination of properties. With a density of 4430 kg/m3

and a melting point around 1668 degrees Celsius, 6Al-4V titanium exhibits a tensile strength
ranging from 900 to 1100 MPa, a yield strength typically between 800 and 1000 MPa, and
an elastic modulus of approximately 114,000 MPa. Its hardness falls within the range of
36 to 44 HRC, while its fatigue strength is commendable [39]. The embedded presence of
material properties within the CATIA V5R19 program facilitates the structural modeling.
Its versatility allows for further processing to tailor it to specific applications [40]. The
objective of this study was to comprehensively incorporate subsystem models into the
optimization process, assuming the hybrid motor is made of 6Al-4V titanium, to iteratively
update subsystems in each iteration cycle, aiming to obtain the most optimal design
solution. In each iteration, due to changes in parameters such as geometry and mass values,
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aerodynamic coefficients, inertia moments, and center of gravity values are recalculated
and updated. However, in this study, since the focus was on evaluating the performance
and efficiency of the hybrid propulsion system and trajectory of the launch vehicle, and
no research was conducted on structural concerns, structural aspects such as structural
resistance, vibration, strength, and composition have not been investigated or analyzed.
Therefore, structural calculations and modeling were performed at a fundamental level
and incorporated into the optimization cycle.

For the first to third stages, the volumes of structural parts are determined based
on known materials while the propellant volumes and heights are modeled using the
propellant density (ρp) and structural part volume. However, the materials of the modified
last stage (e.g., motor case, propellant, and oxidizer types) are currently unknown and
assumed to be 6Al-4V titanium. The motor propellant parts and motor cases were modeled
with the mentioned materials, ensuring a minimum distance of 2 cm between the motor
case and the outer structural components. For example, as shown in Figure 1, the width
of the fourth stage’s motor case is 0.97 m, while that of the outer structural component
measures 1.28 m. To obtain the mass (m) and inertia properties of the modified last stage,
the CATIA V5R19 parametric design module was employed for modeling. During the
optimization process, it is important to note that the structural and aerodynamic coefficients
are updated based on the geometric changes obtained in each iteration to achieve results
closer to reality by minimizing assumptions.

2.3. Environment Model

The environmental model is an indispensable element for enhancing flight safety,
improving operational skills, and optimizing the design and performance of the launch
vehicle. For this reason, the influence of the environmental effects on the performance and
stability of air and space vehicles is also examined in our analysis. Various factors affect
different types of vehicles but, for launch vehicles, the atmosphere and the Earth’s gravity
field are the dominant factors. Therefore, these two models are specifically considered in
this study.

The gravity model plays a crucial role in flight simulation because flight involves
understanding the movement of objects within the atmosphere based on these fundamen-
tal physical principles. During flight simulation, gravity constitutes the weight of the
aircraft, and this weight is overcome by thrust to achieve the launch of the vehicle. The
EGM2008 gravity model is a recent global high-degree potential model that offers significant
advancements in obtaining precise trajectories for aerospace vehicles [41]. It simplifies the
gravitational potential function to derive the gravitational acceleration function (GAF). The
equation representing the GAF concerning Earth-centered Earth-fixed (ECEF) coordinates
is given as Equation (1) [42]:

GECEF
j2 = −3
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where J2 represents the zonal harmonic coefficient (1.08263 × 10−3), µ represents Earth’s
gravitational constant (3.986 × 1014 m3/s2), r represents the distance of the launch vehicle
from the center of mass of Earth, a represents the semi-major axis of Earth (6,378,137 m),
and x, y, z represent the ECEF position of the launch vehicle.

The atmospheric model is used to predict the flight performance of launch vehicles and
understand aerodynamic effects. The atmospheric model defines atmospheric parameters
such as air density, pressure, and temperature based on the altitude of the launch vehicle.
This information forms the basis for calculating significant forces in flight simulation, such
as gravity, aerodynamic forces, and thrust. Consequently, flight simulations more accurately
predict real flight conditions and play a crucial role in the design and optimization of launch
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vehicles. The US1976 Standard Atmosphere Model (SAM) was chosen for this study due to its
combination of accuracy and simplicity [43]. This model provides the vertical distribution
of atmospheric characteristics based solely on altitude (h). The outputs obtained from the
US1976 SAM include temperature, pressure, speed of sound (Tth, P, Cs), and density (ρ).
From these parameters, the M and dynamic pressure (Pdyn) can be derived. For h > 84 km,
the atmospheric data are obtained analytically, where the tables are used for higher h [43].
The equations for h > 84 km and atmospheric data for higher h were implemented in the
MATLAB environment using the research of NOAA, NASA, and USAF [43].

2.4. Propulsion Model

Playing a critical role in launch vehicle flight simulation, the propulsion model is a key
determinant of the launch vehicle’s thrust-generating capability and flight performance.
This model encompasses the characteristics of the launch vehicle’s motor, thrust, propellant
consumption, and other parameters related to propulsion. In the simulation of a launch
vehicle’s flight, the propulsion model is utilized to calculate dynamic parameters such as
the launch vehicle’s velocity, altitude, and trajectory. Employed in optimizing the design of
the launch vehicle, configuring the launch vehicle for a specific mission, and predicting
the flight performance of the launch vehicle, this model holds significant importance. The
accurate creation and integration of the propulsion model are crucial for ensuring the
reliable and effective achievement of the launch vehicle’s objectives. In this study, the
effects and performance of fundamental characteristics of the propulsion system, such
as thrust, total impulse, and specific impulse, were examined within the context of flight
simulation. Effects related to combustion, internal ballistics, and similar factors within
propulsion were not considered in this study. These effects have been addressed separately
in dedicated studies outside the scope of flight simulation [44,45].

In the design and optimization problem, the hybrid propulsion equations, along with
main T definitions and fundamentals, are utilized to calculate the propulsion characteristics
of the modified last stage. The HTPB is chosen as the propellant due to its low cost, easy
processing, and non-self-deflagration properties. The LOX, on the other hand, offers high
safety and excellent performance at a low cost. The LOX/HTPB propellant combination
is selected as it provides a non-toxic and relatively smoke-free exhaust while exhibiting
similar chemical properties and performance to a LOX/kerosene bi-propellant system [46].

To determine the theoretical characteristic exhaust velocity (c∗) and specific heat ratio
(k) for the reaction gases of the LOX/HTPB combination, a function of the mixture ratio
is employed [46]. In the optimization study, the solution for the optimization problems
incorporates a circular F grain port, as depicted in Figure 2. This choice is motivated by
the ease of the production process and computational convenience. In the optimization
process, the outside diameter of the modified vehicle is derived from the non-modified
launch vehicle to prevent conflicts with the lower stages. The calculation of T coefficients is
based on propulsion fundamentals [46].
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The equation representing the combustion port radius (R) as a function of time (t) is
provided as Equation (2) [46]:

R(t) =

{
a(2n + 1)

( .
mO
πN

)n

t + R(2n+1)
i

}1/(2n+1)

(2)

where a, and n represent regression rate coefficients,
.

mO represents the mass flow rate
of the oxidizer, and N represents the port number. For the chosen fuel combination of
HTPB/LOX, empirical coefficients a and n, derived experimentally for specific propellant
formulations, are 0.104 and 0.681, respectively. Additionally, the fuel grain port is set at 7.

Once Ri is determined, the F burn distance, oxidizer mass (mO), initial F regression
rate, and grain length are obtained using hybrid propulsion equations [46]. The total fuel
mass, mF, can be calculated using Equation (3):

mF = πNρFL

{a(2n + 1)
( .

mO
πN

)n

t + R2n+1
i

} 2
2n+1

− R2
i

 (3)

where L represents the motor length and ρF represents fuel density. The thrust coefficient
(CF) is a valuable parameter in rocket propulsion as it allows for a normalized comparison of
thrust performance across different systems, helping to assess efficiency and performance
characteristics independent of specific engine size or operating conditions. CF can be
calculated using Equation (4) [46]:

CF =

√√√√( 2k2

k − 1

(
2

k + 1

) k+1
k−1
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p2

p1

) k−1
k
))

+ ϵ
p2
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(4)

where p1 represents chamber pressure and p2 represents local pressure. CF depends on
the specific heat ratio k, the expansion ratio (ϵ), and the pressure ratio across the nozzle
p1/p2, yet remains unaffected by chamber temperature. After calculating CF, the thrust is
determined using Equation (5) [46]:

F = CF At p1 (5)

where At represents throat area, which is calculated from throat diameter, Dt (At = πD2
t /4).

In the optimization process, mO and total mF are determined, and all propulsion
parameters such as throat diameter, motor length, thrust, and specific impulse are updated
based on the optimization design parameters to seek a feasible solution. During the
propulsion characteristic calculations, it is assumed that the propulsion system operates
with 95% efficiency. Furthermore, since the study was conducted in a vacuum region, it has
been assumed that the thrust remains constant over time.

2.5. Trajectory Model

The trajectory model plays a crucial role in the simulation of launch vehicles as it
encompasses all transformation functions between frames and translational and angular
equations of motion. As it encompasses interactions between subsystems and serves as a
bridge among them, it is essential to ensure the accuracy of the trajectory model to avoid
irreversible situations. In this study, the 6DOF trajectory model was implemented using
MATLAB 2017b in the optimization process [47]. The inclusion of the Coriolis term enables
the calculation of angular velocities in the fixed-body coordinate system. The equation of
angular motion is presented in Equation (6) [48]:

b .
ω

b f
b/i =

(
Jb f
)−1[

Mb f − ω
b f
b/i × Jb f ω

b f
b/i

]
(6)
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where ωb/i represents the angular velocity of the body with respect to the inertial frame,
.

ωb/i represents the time derivative of ωb/i, J represents the inertia matrix, and M represents
the moment vector. J remains zero if the center of m of the body does not change during
the motion. However, due to propellant consumption and stage separation, J changes
during the flight. Therefore, J variations are also included in the model. To determine the
state parameters of translational motion, Newton’s second law of motion is applied. The
position and velocity (V) of the launch vehicles are considered state parameters, considering
the effects of propulsion, aerodynamics, atmosphere, and gravity. The equation for the
translational acceleration vector of the body is given by Equation (7) [48]:

e .
vb/e =

1
m

F + G − ωe/i × (ωe/i × Pcm/O)− 2ωe/i × vb/e (7)

where vb/e represents the velocity vector in the body frame with respect to ECEF, F rep-
resents the sum of the force vector, G represents the gravitation vector of Earth, Pcm/O
represents the position vector of the body’s center of mass in reference to the Earth’s origin,
and the e/i subscript represents ECEF concerning the inertial frame.

To solve the equations of motion, including centripetal and Coriolis accelerations due
to the moving frame and rotating Earth, the fourth-order Runge–Kutta integration method
is employed [49]. By solving the equations of motion, state parameters such as the position,
velocity, angular orientation, and angular velocity of the launch vehicle are obtained, and
the assessment is made as to whether it fulfills the objectives aimed at putting the payload
into the targeted orbit.

3. Optimization of the Hybrid Last-Stage Launch Vehicle

Launch vehicle optimization is the process that enables the efficient and effective
design and operation of launch vehicle systems used in space exploration and payload
launches. It involves adjustments and improvements to ensure that the launch vehicle
systems function in the most efficient manner possible during space research and payload
launches. The main concept behind optimization problems is to determine optimization
design parameters until the objective function reaches the desired minimum or maximum
values. In the specific case of the hybrid last stage, the objective of the optimization is
to determine the characteristics of the hybrid rocket motor such as throat diameter and
certain flight path parameters, such as the TVC angle, to achieve a target trajectory for a
specified PM.

The PSO algorithm was selected as the optimization method. The PSO algorithm falls
under the category of swarm intelligence methods [50]. The use of SAs is motivated by their
simplicity, robustness, and accuracy [51]. They are reported to be more efficient than GAs
in terms of function evaluation and ease of implementation, while PSO is computationally
more expensive compared to gradient-based methods [46,47]. However, there is a research
gap in the application of PSO, particularly with a coupling strategy, in the field of hybrid
small satellite launch vehicles. Therefore, the PSO algorithm is considered a promising and
improvable optimization method.

PSO is a metaheuristic optimization algorithm inspired by the social behavior of birds
and fish. In PSO, a population of potential solutions, called particles, moves through the
solution space to find the optimal solution. Each particle represents a potential solution and
is characterized by its position and velocity in the search space. The PSO algorithm operates
through a dynamic iterative process. It begins with the initialization of a population of
particles, each representing a potential solution to the optimization problem, and random
assignments of positions and velocities. Parameters such as the number of particles,
maximum iterations, and control factors are defined to guide the algorithm’s behavior.
In each iteration, the particles update their velocities based on a formula considering
their past velocities, personal best positions, and the best position found by any particle
in the swarm. These updated velocities are then used to adjust the particles’ positions.
The algorithm continually evaluates the fitness of these new positions, updating personal
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bests and the global best solution if improvements are found. The process iterates for a
predefined number of iterations or until convergence is achieved, ultimately producing
the best solution found as the output [23]. The hyperparameter settings for PSO include a
swarm size of 100 particles to balance exploration and exploitation. The inertia weight starts
around 0.9 and linearly decreases to 0.4 over iterations, regulating the balance between the
particle’s current and historical velocities. Acceleration coefficients are set to 2.0, controlling
the influence of the particle’s best known position and the global best known position on
its movement.

The optimization problem for launch vehicles, specifically those with a modified last
stage featuring hybrid propulsion, falls into the category of multi-objective design optimiza-
tion. The subsystems within the launch vehicle are interrelated and exhibit coupling effects.
For instance, the center of gravity location and inertia properties are calculated based
on the new geometry obtained from CATIA, using the optimization design parameters.
To ensure effective and realistic applications, the use of multi-objective multidisciplinary
design optimization (MDO) algorithms is crucial for achieving more efficient and accurate
optimization [52–54]. The flowchart outlining the multi-objective MDO approach and the
interaction of the subsystems employed in this study for an example application of the
Minotaur-I launch vehicle is depicted in Figure 3. This flowchart is not only applicable for
the Minotaur-I launch vehicle but can also be utilized and generalized for other launch
vehicles. In the flowchart, the optimization process begins with the determination of op-
timization design parameters to maximize the performance of the launch vehicle. This
process starts with the identification of key elements, such as initial expansion ratio, initial
chamber pressure, throat diameter, and thrust vector control of the first and last stages,
which are optimization design parameters for the problem. Subsequently, the parameters
relevant to these are calculated for the hybrid propulsion system. Then, the structural and
aerodynamic features of the launch vehicle, whose geometric properties are computed,
are calculated using software such as DATCOM Version 6 and CATIA V5R19. The trajec-
tory of the launch vehicle is determined using calculated aerodynamic, structural, and
propulsion subsystems along with environmental models such as gravity and atmosphere.
Results obtained after each optimization step are stored, and an optimization algorithm
is employed to optimize the performance of the launch vehicle. The obtained solution is
determined through a fitness check to ascertain whether it meets design constraints such
as targeted orbit parameters. If not, the optimization design parameters are adjusted, and
the optimization process is iterated. Ultimately, upon completion of this comprehensive
process, the launch performance of the launch vehicle is successfully optimized.

For the optimization study, the Minotaur-I launch vehicle was selected to determine the
hybrid propulsion characteristics and TVC angle required to achieve the desired trajectory.
This launch vehicle consists of four solid stages. Detailed information regarding the launch
vehicle, including its geometry, stage masses, and structural and propulsion characteristics,
can be found in Figure 1 and Table 2 [55]. The first stage is 7.49 m in length, with a diameter
of 1.67 m and a mass of 23,077 kg. This stage has a thrust power of 792 kN in a vacuum,
and the burn time of its motor is 61.3 s. The second stage, with a shorter length of 4.12 m,
a diameter of 1.33 m, and a mass of 7032 kg, is equipped with a motor that produces
267.7 kN of thrust, and its burn time is 66 s. The third stage measures 3.07 m in length and
1.28 m in diameter, with a mass of 4036 kg. With a thrust of 194.4 kN, this stage has a motor
burn time of 71 s. The final stage is 1.34 m in length, has a diameter of 0.97 m, and a mass
of 872.3 kg. Its motor produces a thrust of 36.9 kN, and the burn time is 66.8 s.

The optimization process focuses on modifying the last stage of the Minotaur-I launch
vehicle by incorporating a hybrid propulsion system. This modification aims to improve
performance and achieve an efficient design. The target mission requires orbit parameters of
h = 741.2 km and related inclination for target orbit altitude, i = 98.3◦, for a sun-synchronous
orbit (SSO), with a PM of 302 kg [56]. During the optimization process, the input parameters
are adjusted within the defined limits of the design space.
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Table 2. Minotaur-I launch vehicle characteristics.

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4

L, m 7.49 4.12 3.07 1.34
D, m 1.67 1.33 1.28 0.97

mg, kg 23,077 7032 4036 872.3
T, kN (Vacuum) 792 267.7 194.4 36.9

tburn, s 61.3 66 71 66.8

Mathematically, the optimization problem can be defined as shown in Equation (8).
The objective is to determine the optimal values for the propulsion characteristics of the
hybrid stage and the TVC angles of the first and last stages. These values should maximize
the total impulse-to-weight ratio (It/w0) while adhering to Isp constraints and ensuring the
target orbit parameters are met, as stated in Equations (9)–(12). The objectives are:

max
∀s∈R

It/w0(s) and min
∀s∈R

∆γ(s), ∆h(s), ∆V(s) (8)

To maintain consistent consideration of objectives throughout the optimization process,
the percentage errors in target orbit parameters, specifically flight path angle, altitude,
velocity (γ, h, V), and (1/(It/w0)), are scaled by a factor of 10 to align the magnitudes of
these errors. For example, in this study, the value of (1/(It/w0)) is of an order of magnitude
approximately 1/10 lower than the other objectives. Therefore, the value of (1/(It/w0)) is
multiplied by 10 in the optimization process to bring all objectives to the same order of
magnitude and to achieve the most optimal solution [57]. This incorporation of scaled terms
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enables comparable effects of the objectives in the optimization process. The objectives are
subjected to the following constraints and the subscript t denotes target parameters:

g1(s) = 1 −
Isp(s)
287 s

≤ 0 g1(s)ϵR (9)

g2(s) =
h − ht

h
× 100 − 1 ≤ 0 g2(s)ϵR (10)

g3(s) =
V − Vt

V
× 100 − 1 ≤ 0 g3(s)ϵR (11)

g4(s) =
∥γ∥

0.2deg
− 1 ≤ 0 g4(s)ϵR (12)

The specific impulse of the Minotaur-I launch vehicle’s solid last-stage motor is 287 s,
and it can tolerate a flight path angle of 0.2 degrees [56]. Therefore, these values were
entered into the objective equations. The optimization parameters, represented as design
variables, are continuous parameters that span between the lower limit sL and upper limit
sU. The range of these optimization parameters is defined as sL ≤ s ≤ sU. The specific
optimization parameters can be seen in Equation (13):

s = {TVCfirst, TVClast, tburn, p1, MR, ϵ, Dt} (13)

where MR represents the initial mass ratio, tburn represents burn time, Dt represents throat
diameter, p1 represents the initial chamber pressure, ϵ represents the initial expansion ratio,
and TVCfirst and TVClast represent the TVC angle of the first and last stage, respectively.
The optimization design parameter primarily contributes to process and performance
enhancement, while the launch vehicle design parameter plays a role in determining the
physical structure and functionality. The optimization design parameters can play a dual
role, serving as inputs both in the propulsion system and along the trajectory calculations,
providing information about the launch vehicle’s performance and efficiency. The opti-
mization parameters were assigned lower and upper limits as follows: 0 ≤ TVCfirst ≤ 6◦,
1 ≤ TVClast ≤ 3◦, 20 ≤ tburn ≤ 60 s, 2 ≤ p1 ≤ 4 MPa, 1 ≤ MR ≤ 3, 7.5 ≤ ϵ ≤ 11, and
0.065 ≤ Dt ≤ 0.15 m. The lower and upper limits were chosen to ensure physical feasibility.
The trajectory properties of h, V, and γ serve as both objective and constraint parameters
to optimize the operation effectively and efficiently. When objectives are also entered as
constraints, especially because the targeted orbit parameters need to be met, it guides
the algorithm to find solutions closest to these parameters. The optimization process
aims to minimize or maximize the objective functions while satisfying the constraints and
requirements to obtain a feasible solution. For this study, the modeFRONTIER 2019R1
optimization software is utilized as a multidisciplinary optimization solver, equipped with
an automatic framework [57]. The flow scheme of the multi-objective multidisciplinary
optimization process, along with the steps involved in solving the optimization problem, is
illustrated in Figure 4. In Figure 4, tburn, p1, TVCfirst, TVClast, MR, Dt, and epsilon in the
design parameters represent tburn, p1, TVCfirst, TVClast, MR, Dt, and ϵ, respectively. The
process begins with “SchedulingStart”, indicating the initiation of the optimization routine
using multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO), a technique for solving prob-
lems with multiple objectives. Under the heading “Design Parameters”, a compilation of
variables amenable to modification during optimization is presented, encompassing param-
eters such as burn time, chamber pressure, TVC angle of the first and last stages, mass ratio,
throat diameter, and expansion ratio. These parameters serve as inputs to the optimization
process and are subject to iterative adjustments aimed at identifying the optimal solution.
The workflow then moves to a script, suggesting a computational step, to calculate initial
values and prepare data for optimization. At this stage, MATLAB scripts are employed, pri-
marily for computations related to hybrid characteristics utilizing the optimization design
parameters, thus aligning with the overarching objectives and constraints. The calculation
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steps involved in this study cover various aspects, including hybrid rocket propulsion,
CATIA-based structural properties such as mass and inertia characteristics, aerodynamic
characteristics, and trajectory determination, which are systematically executed. The initial
phase of the optimization process involves the calculation of hybrid rocket propulsion
characteristics. Subsequently, the obtained motor length and hybrid stage mass serve
as inputs for the structural model, created using parametric shape design in the CATIA
program. In this stage, the values for the center of gravity and moment of inertia, which
vary as stages are ejected and propellant is consumed, are determined for the entire launch
vehicle and its stages. All the pertinent information is then iteratively integrated into the
flight mechanics 6DOF model within the optimization main file until feasible solutions are
achieved, satisfying the specified constraints and objectives. Within the 6DOF simulation,
the subsystems of aerodynamics, propulsion, structure, and trajectory are intricately inter-
connected. This interdependence signifies that the outputs produced by the propulsion
subsystem serve as inputs for both the trajectory and structural subsystems. Downstream
from the MATLAB step, the workflow branches into objectives and constraints. The objec-
tives prefixed with “Objective”, such as “Objective_fpa”, “Objective_h”, and “Objective_V”,
represent the desired outcomes for the flight path angle, altitude, and velocity, respectively.
The constraints prefixed with “Constraint_”, such as “Constraint_fpa”, “Constraint_h”,
and “Constraint_V”, denote the limits and requirements that the optimization process must
not break for the flight path angle, altitude, and velocity. The process concludes with an
“Exit” node, signaling the end of the optimization routine, after which the best solution
or set of solutions may be selected based on the objectives and constraints defined. This
flowchart provides a structured representation of the optimization process, highlighting
the parameters involved, the computational tools employed, and the performance metrics
that guide the search for an optimal design and trajectory of the launch vehicle.
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The calculation steps involve hybrid propulsion, CATIA-based structural properties,
aerodynamics characteristics, and trajectory determination. In the 6DOF simulation, the
aerodynamics, propulsion, structure, and trajectory subsystems are coupled. This coupling
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implies that the outputs of the propulsion subsystem serve as inputs to the trajectory and
structural subsystems, and vice versa. The specific couplings between subsystems are
defined in Table 3. The table encompasses the input and output parameters among the
subsystems of the launch vehicle. The columns indicate whether each parameter serves
as an input for a given subsystem, while the rows specify whether the parameters act as
outputs from the subsystems. From the propulsion subsystem, information such as thrust
and propellant mass is provided to the trajectory model; stage length, propellant mass, and
stage diameter are provided to the structural model; and motor length and motor diameter
are provided to the aerodynamic model. The structural subsystem supplies center of gravity
and moment of inertia information to the trajectory model and center of gravity information
to the aerodynamic model. From the aerodynamics model, aerodynamic coefficient details
are provided for the trajectory model. Conversely, the trajectory model supplies Mach
number, angle of attack, and sideslip angle information to the aerodynamic model.

Table 3. The couplings between subsystems of launch vehicles.

Subsystems Trajectory Structure Aerodynamics

Propulsion
thrust length length

propellant mass propellant mass diameter
diameter

Structure
center of gravity - center of gravity

moment of inertia

Aerodynamics
Mach number

- - angle of attack
side slip angle

The optimization process was executed on a workstation equipped with an Intel Xeon
Silver 4216 CPU operating at 2.10 GHz, 64 cores, and 128 GB RAM. The process runs for
approximately 8 h and 11 min. To expedite the process, 30 models were created and run
simultaneously in parallel. The initial design parameters were selected using the design of
the experiment methodology. Throughout the optimization process, the design parameters
were constrained to scan a wide range. However, due to the simultaneous fulfillment of
targeted trajectory parameters being a highly challenging criterion, it has been observed
that as the iteration steps progress during optimization, the algorithm converges until the
global optimum solution is reached, and the optimization process is terminated. A total of
30,000 iterations were performed, resulting in 29,688 unfeasible designs and 310 errors. An
unfeasible solution indicates that a specific point in the design space cannot be physically
realized. In other words, it denotes situations where constraints related to that design
configuration are not satisfied or conflict. Errors signify a potential issue with simulation
or analysis tools. This could be due to various reasons such as an error in input parameters,
model configuration, or missing/corrupted data files. However, since only 1.03% of the
entire solution space is affected, it does not carry critical importance in the optimization
solution here. Moreover, two feasible points were obtained for the multi-objective multi-
disciplinary problem. The reasons for finding a few feasible points lie in the complexity
of multi-stage launch vehicles and hybrid-propellant motor optimizations. Additionally,
the scarcity of feasible points indicates that solutions meeting specific constraints, such as
providing required orbit parameters for placing the payload into the targeted orbit, may be
limited. The constraints narrow down the solution space, reducing the number of viable
points. In these optimization problems, it is crucial to ensure the physical feasibility of the
found solutions, achieve practical optimal results, and performance improvement [58,59].

Upon successful completion of the optimization process, feasible designs and the
corresponding broken constraints are acquired. These results are presented in Figure 5,
where each bubble with a red foreground marker represents a feasible solution. Due to the
complexity of the multi-objective multidisciplinary problem, the plot specifically showcases
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the minimum flight path and minimum V error constraints. Furthermore, Table 4 provides
the properties of the feasible points displayed in Figure 5. The broken constraint pie
chart illustrates the percentage values at which constraints are broken for all design points
obtained throughout the entire optimization process. This enables an assessment of which
constraint is more challenging.
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Table 4. The properties of feasible solutions.

Design ID Dt, m TVC1, deg tb, s p2, MPa ϵ MR

983 0.085 4.824 34.71 3.709 9.15 1.945
20245 0.095 4.882 36.65 2.678 8.55 2.765

Design ID TVC4, deg Isp, s V, m/s γ, deg h, km

983 2.062 313.88 7474.2 −0.159 738.2
20245 1.729 308.95 7425.1 −0.007 747.6

Observing the broken constraints in Figure 5, it can be noted that the γ, h, and V
constraints are broken to a similar extent in the broken constraint percentages, while the
Isp constraints exhibit smaller deviations compared to other constraints. In this problem, it
is indicated that all constraints, namely γ, h, and V, are equally important for achieving
the required orbital parameters to place the payload into the targeted orbit. If any of
these constraints are not met, the payload cannot be placed into the targeted orbit. This
highlights the challenge of simultaneously satisfying all these constraints. On the other
hand, aiming for a higher specific impulse than the solid-propelled original stage (287 s) is
less restrictive relative to other constraints, and limits on design points with lower specific
impulse have been broken. Therefore, while it can be stated that performance improvement
is achieved with an Isp value greater than 287 s, it can be explicitly expressed that the
mission is unsuccessful when any of the orbital parameters cannot be fulfilled. As a result,
a few feasible points are obtained in the optimization solution. A Pareto optimal point
represents a solution in multi-objective optimization where no further improvement in one
objective can occur without compromising another. This concept enables decision-makers
to explore trade-offs and identify balanced solutions that maximize multiple objectives
simultaneously, offering a comprehensive and efficient approach to complex optimization
problems. As Design ID 20245 points to a Pareto optimal solution, the results of Design ID
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20245 in this study were compared with the original Minotaur-I launch vehicle. Figure 6
provides the comparison of trajectory, velocity, and flight path during the flight for the
optimization results of Design ID 20245 for the hybrid last stage, along with the reference
points of the solid last stage, for the Minotaur-I launch vehicle [56].
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When Figure 6 is examined, it is observed that the values obtained because of the
optimization study led to reaching the target orbit in a shorter time than the reference, and
in the cruise flight phase, the final stage experiences less speed loss due to being lighter
than the reference. The flight path angle gradually decreases and approaches zero after the
steep climb, as expected.

Tables 5 and 6 provide a comparison between the trajectory and propulsion charac-
teristics of Design ID 20245 and the reference values. It is noted that the altitude reached
as a result of the optimization is 747.6 km, which is 0.863% different from the target orbit
altitude of 741.2 km. Furthermore, the velocity required for the payload to reach the target
orbit is 7482.2 m/s. The velocity achieved as a result of optimization is 7425 m/s, with a
0.763% difference from the reference value. The change in propellant type, transitioning
from HTPB to HTPB/LOX, indicates the use of an oxygen-enhanced hybrid propulsion
system. This alteration is particularly noteworthy in the mp parameter; while Minotaur-I
has a mass of 770.2 kg, this value has decreased to 416.2 kg in the optimized Minotaur-I-like
configuration. Additionally, significant differences are observed in the stage length and
thrust values. In the optimized configuration, Minotaur-I-like has increased the L* value
from 1.34 m to 2.93 m, but this has led to a decrease in T (from 36.9 kN to 34.48 kN). As
a result of these changes, the Isp value has substantially increased from 287 s to 308.95 s,
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indicating that the rocket operates more efficiently. Moreover, tburn has significantly de-
creased in the Minotaur-I-like configuration, going from 66.8 s to 36.65 s. This implies that
the rocket can complete its mission in a shorter time frame. Finally, It/w0 has increased
in the Minotaur-I-like configuration, from 253.3 to 257.7. This signifies that the launch
vehicle, relative to its total mass, provides more thrust, optimizing its performance. These
changes demonstrate that Minotaur-I-like, compared to the Minotaur-I configuration, is an
optimized design that achieves significant improvements in specific performance metrics.

Table 5. Trajectory comparison of optimization results and reference points.

Parameters Target Optimization Results Absolute Error

h, km 741.2 747.6 0.863%
V, m/s 7482.2 7425 0.763%
γ, deg 0 −0.00742 -

Table 6. Propulsion comparison of optimization results and reference points.

Parameters Minotaur-I Minotaur-I-Like (Hybrid)

Propellant type HTPB HTPB/LOX
mp, kg 770.2 416.2
L∗, m 1.34 2.93
T, kN 36.9 34.48
Isp, s 287 308.95

tburn, s 66.8 36.65
It/w0 253.3 257.7

4. Comparison of the Comprehensive Modeling

This study was compared with 3DOF, aiming to identify the advantages and differ-
ences arising from comprehensive modeling in optimization problems. In this context,
3DOF model outputs were obtained for both the hybrid last-stage launch vehicle and the
original Minotaur-I launch vehicle using 6DOF inputs. Furthermore, the differences due to
detailed subsystem modeling were also highlighted.

The percentage differences in altitude, velocity and flight path angle in flight me-
chanics when using a 6DOF model are generally smaller compared to those using 3DOF,
especially for complex maneuvers and simulations that involve precise positioning and
interactions with the environment [44]. For advanced flight simulations, such as those
used in aerospace engineering, a 6DOF model is preferred because it can provide highly
accurate results, often within a few percentage points of reality. For example, Brochu and
Lestage indicate that the relative error between the 3DOF and 6DOF models for maximum
range envelope calculations is 3% and 12% at altitudes of 1 and 15 km, respectively [60].
Therefore, as the flight simulation time increases, the difference between 3DOF and 6DOF
models will gradually become more pronounced. To demonstrate the accuracy of the
results, we compare the 3DOF and 6DOF simulations obtained for the same design point,
Design ID 20245, and the original Minotaur-I launch vehicle, and discuss the differences
between these simulations. A comparison is made with the results of Design ID 20245,
as it provided results quite close to the reference values given for the trajectory of the
original Minotaur-I launch vehicle, and this study aims to examine the difference between
the 3DOF outputs and those of 6DOF. The altitude and velocity graphs obtained over
time from the 3DOF and 6DOF simulations are presented for the hybrid last stage as the
output of the optimization process in Figure 7, and for the original solid last stage that is
taken as the reference data of the Minotaur-I launch vehicle in Figure 8, and the percentage
differences

(∣∣∣ value−targetvalue
targetvalue

∣∣∣× 100
)

between the target altitude and velocity are given in
Tables 7 and 8, respectively.
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Figure 7. The simulation results of the 3DOF model and 6DOF model for the hybrid last stage.
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Figure 8. The simulation results of the 3DOF model and 6DOF model for the original Minotaur-I
launch vehicle.

Table 7. The comparison summary of 3DOF and 6DOF results for the hybrid last stage.

6DOF 3DOF Target % Difference
(6DOF/3DOF)

V, m/s 7425 6567 7482.2 0.76/11.55
γ, deg −0.0074 7.2708 0 -
h, km 747.6 807.6 741.2 0.86/8.02

Table 8. The comparison summary of 3DOF and 6DOF results for the solid last stage.

6DOF 3DOF Target % Difference
(6DOF/3DOF)

V, m/s 7460.2 7587.4 7482.2 0.29/1.41
γ, deg 0.0052 2.665 0 -
h, km 743.7 812.4 741.2 0.34/9.61

As seen from Figures 7 and 8, it can be observed that the difference between the
3DOF and 6DOF simulations widens as flight time progresses. Therefore, since the values
obtained from the 6DOF simulation, especially for the original Minotaur-I launch vehicle,
align with the reference, it can be said that, especially for long-duration missions, the
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accuracy of the results obtained from the 6DOF simulation is higher compared to that
from the 3DOF simulation. Due to the reasons highlighted in Tables 5 and 6, while the
final values obtained through optimization for Design ID 20245 appear similar to the
reference values, slight differences are observed at lower stages. Meanwhile, it is observed
that the difference between the results of 3DOF and 6DOF models is gradually widening.
Additionally, it is noticed that the deviation rate of the results obtained with 3DOF from
the target values is also higher.

When Table 7 is examined, in the 3DOF model, complex angular velocity calculations,
such as those found in the 6DOF model, are not present. Additionally, effects like moment
of inertia, center of mass, and moment changes are not included, causing the gap between
the two models to widen as the simulation progresses. Firstly, when we examine the
velocity (V) parameter, it is observed that the 6DOF model reaches a speed of 7425 m/s,
while the 3DOF model reaches 6567 m/s. The target speed is set at 7482.2 m/s, and in
this case, it is observed that the 6DOF model deviates by 0.76%, whereas the 3DOF model
deviates by 11.55%. Focusing on another parameter, the flight path angle (γ), the 6DOF
model achieves −0.0074 degrees, while the 3DOF model reaches 7.2708 degrees. The target
angle of attack is set at 0 degrees, and in this situation, it is observed that the 6DOF model
is closer to this target, whereas the 3DOF model exhibits a significant deviation. Lastly,
when we concentrate on the altitude (h) parameter, the 6DOF model reaches an altitude
of 747.6 km, while the 3DOF model reaches 807.6 km. The target altitude value is set at
741.2 km, and in this case, it is observed that the 6DOF model deviates by 0.86%, whereas
the 3DOF model deviates by 8.02%. This analysis provides a detailed insight into the
performance differences between the two models.

According to Table 8, examining the velocity parameter, we observe that the 6DOF
model achieves a velocity of 7460.2 m/s, while the 3DOF model reaches 7587.4 m/s. The
target V is set at 7482.2 m/s. In this context, the 6DOF model exhibits a slight deviation
of 0.29%, while the 3DOF model shows a slightly higher deviation of 1.41%. Shifting the
focus to γ, we find that the 6DOF model attains a value of 0.0052 degrees, whereas the
3DOF model reaches 2.665 degrees. The target flight path angle is specified as 0 degrees.
Remarkably, the 6DOF model aligns closely with this target, demonstrating negligible
deviation, while the 3DOF model shows a notable deviation of 2.665 degrees. Considering
the h parameter, the 6DOF model reaches an altitude of 743.7 km, while the 3DOF model
achieves 812.4 km. The target altitude is set at 741.2 km. Consequently, the 6DOF model
displays a modest deviation of 0.34%, while the 3DOF model exhibits a more substantial
deviation of 9.61%. While the 6DOF model closely aligns with the targeted parameters, it
is evident that the 3DOF model results obtained by running with the parameters entered
into the 6DOF model deviate from the targeted parameters. Therefore, it can be concluded
that more detailed models like the 6DOF model provide more accurate results, while 3DOF
models are more suitable for rapid calculations where precise results are not expected. It can
be observed that using 6DOF models, especially in critical tasks during the design phase,
can lead to obtaining more precise results, particularly in satellite launch vehicle projects
that require high precision. This, in turn, could potentially shorten the design process, and
comprehensive modeling with 6DOF solutions can yield results closer to reality.

In order to elaborate on comprehensive modeling and to observe the difference re-
sulting from comprehensive modeling, 6DOF results were obtained without a change in
the center of gravity, without considering the change in moment of inertia, with constant
aerodynamic coefficients, and by combining three scenarios, i.e., without comprehensive
modeling. The comparison summaries of comprehensive modeling for the hybrid last stage
and solid last stage are presented in Tables 9 and 10, respectively.
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Table 9. The comparison summary of comprehensive modeling results for the hybrid last-stage vehicle.

Without CG Change Without Inertia Change
6DOF Target Results % Difference Results % Difference

V, m/s 7425 7482.2 6603.8 11.06 6499.4 12.47
γ, deg −0.0074 0 21.8 - −8.54 -
h, km 747.6 741.2 1249.4 68.6 896.02 20.9

Constant Aero Combined 3 Cases
6DOF Target Results % Difference Results % Difference

V, m/s 7425 7482.2 6195.5 16.56 4613.5 37.87
γ, deg −0.0074 0 27.41 - 80.03 -
h, km 747.6 741.2 1546.61 108.7 2417.6 226.2

Table 10. The comparison summary of comprehensive modeling results for the original Minotaur-I
launch vehicle.

Without CG Change Without Inertia Change
6DOF Target Results % Difference Results % Difference

V, m/s 7460.2 7482.2 6690.4 10.6 6301.3 15.8
γ, deg 0.0052 0 16.5 - −6.9 -
h, km 743.7 741.2 1102.6 48.8 913.4 23.2

Constant Aero Combined 3 Cases
6DOF Target Results % Difference Results % Difference

V, m/s 7460.2 7482.2 6023.4 19.5 4209.2 43.7
γ, deg 0.0052 0 31.8 - 77.1 -
h, km 743.7 741.2 1325.9 78.9 2269.3 206.2

Table 9 provides a comprehensive comparison of modeling results for the hybrid last
stage, considering different scenarios involving variations in center of gravity, moment
of inertia, and constant aerodynamics. The table includes results for the 6DOF model,
comparing them to the target values, and showcases the percentage differences for each
specific case. Looking at the V parameter, the 6DOF model’s initial result is 7425 m/s, while
the target value is set at 7482.2 m/s. When the model is simulated without a change in center
of gravity, the velocity drops to 6603.8 m/s, resulting in an 11.06% deviation from the target.
Similarly, without inertia changes, the velocity decreases to 6499.4 m/s, showing a 12.47%
deviation. In the case of constant aerodynamics, the velocity further decreases to 6195.5 m/s,
with a 16.56% deviation. The combined effect of all three cases results in a significant
deviation, with the velocity decreasing to 4613.5 m/s, exhibiting a 37.87% difference from
the target orbit velocity. For the γ parameter, the initial 6DOF result is −0.0074 degrees,
aiming to align with a target of 0 degrees. Without a change in CG, γ increases to
21.8 degrees, deviating from the target. Similarly, without a moment of inertia change,
γ becomes −8.54 degrees, showing a deviation. In the case of constant aerodynamics, γ
increases even more to 27.41 degrees, with a substantial deviation. The combined effect of
all three cases results in γ of 80.03 degrees, indicating a significant deviation from the target.
Examining the h parameter, the initial 6DOF result is 747.6 km, with a target set at 741.2 km.
Without a change in CG, the altitude increases to 1249.4 km, resulting in a 68.6% deviation
from the target. Without inertia changes, the altitude decreases to 896.02 km, showing a
20.9% deviation. In the case of constant aerodynamics, the altitude further increases to
1546.61 km, with a substantial 108.7% deviation. The combined effect of all three cases
results in a significant altitude increase to 2417.6 km, exhibiting a 226.2% difference from
the target.

Table 10 presents results for the 6DOF model alongside target values and showcases
the percentage differences for each specific modeling scenario for the original Minotaur-
I launch vehicle (Northrop Grumman, West Falls Church, Virginia). Starting with the
V parameter, the initial 6DOF result is 7460.2 m/s, with a target value of 7482.2 m/s.
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When simulating without a change in CG, the velocity decreases to 6690.4 m/s, resulting
in a 10.6% deviation from the target. Without a moment of inertia change, the velocity
further decreases to 6301.3 m/s, showing a 15.8% deviation. In the case of constant
aerodynamics, the velocity decreases even more to 6023.4 m/s, with a 19.5% deviation. The
combined effect of all three cases results in a substantial drop in velocity to 4209.2 m/s,
exhibiting a significant 43.7% difference from the target. For the γ parameter, the initial
6DOF result is 0.0052 degrees, aiming to align with a target of 0 degrees. Without a
change in CG, γ increases to 16.5 degrees, deviating from the target value. Similarly,
without a moment of inertia changes, γ becomes −6.9 degrees, showing a deviation. In the
case of constant aerodynamics, γ increases even more to 31.8 degrees, with a substantial
deviation. The combined effect of all three cases results in γ of 77.1 degrees, indicating a
significant deviation from the target. Examining the h parameter, the initial 6DOF result
is 743.7 km, with a target set at 741.2 km. Without a change in CG, the altitude increases
to 1102.6 km, resulting in a 48.8% deviation from the target. Without a moment of inertia
changes, the altitude decreases to 913.4 km, showing a 23.2% deviation. In the case of
constant aerodynamics, the altitude further increases to 1325.9 km, with a substantial 78.9%
deviation. The combined effect of all three cases results in a significant altitude increase
to 2269.3 km, exhibiting a substantial 206.2% difference from the target. This detailed
analysis highlights the diverse impacts of CG, moment inertia, and aerodynamic changes
on the comprehensive modeling results. Therefore, it can be observed that comprehensive
modeling leads to a critical difference in the optimization process, while in simulations
without comprehensive modeling, the desired trajectory is achieved using different design
parameters. For example, it is known that the flight path angle plays a dominant role in the
trajectory of the launch vehicle, and the flight path angle is directed by the TVC angle. In
this study, for instance, while the TVC angle of the first stage is sufficient for placing the
payload on the target orbit in the 6DOF model when it is 4.882 degrees, in the 3DOF model,
a different value from 4.882 degrees could be used to place the payload on the target orbit.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

In the present work, a multidisciplinary design optimization of a launch vehicle with
a hybrid last stage was carried out and compared with the existing all-solid-stages launch
vehicle, Minotaur-I, for performance improvements. The MDO problem is formulated
to maximize the total impulse-to-weight ratio while satisfying target orbit parameters
such as γ, h, and V criteria for a better Isp value than the solid stage. Within the MDO
process, the propulsion, aerodynamics, environment, and flight dynamics subsystems were
modeled using MATLAB 2017b in a 6DOF simulation. The nonlinear coupling between
subsystems was considered to address the research gap, making it possible to solve the
complex optimization problem and determine the hybrid motor characteristics and various
trajectory parameters, including the TVC angle, necessary to achieve the target orbit for
a specified PM and mission. Aerodynamic coefficients were modeled using DATCOM
v2011, while structural properties were obtained from CATIA V5R19. In the optimization
process, all subsystems, including variations in length (L*) and m, are updated in each
iteration. This comprehensive optimization approach leads to the determination of the
optimal solution.

Based on the results, the optimized design point 20245 achieves the target orbit more
quickly compared to the reference trajectory. There are no significant changes in h of
the first three stages. However, the decrease in V of the third stage during unpowered
flight is smaller than in the optimized design due to the reduction in mF resulting from the
optimization process. It should be noted that the structural mass of the fourth stage remains
the same as the reference to facilitate a comparison between the optimized propulsion
system and the reference values. The value of γ initially starts near 90 degrees and gradually
decreases using the optimized TVC angles, eventually approaching zero. The absolute
errors in h and V are less than 1%, as expected.
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According to the results in Table 6, the optimized design operates with lower T, shorter
tburn, higher Isp, and a greater It/w0. Despite the improvement, the optimized system is
slightly longer in L*. Although L* of the stage and the total vehicle is increased, this L*

increase is not critical due to the updates in the subsystems considering the subsystem
couplings during the optimization iterations. Consequently, any unfavorable conditions
would have been observed in the optimization results, resulting in a limited number of
feasible points. Overall, it can be concluded that the performance and efficiency of the
launch vehicle are enhanced by incorporating a hybrid propulsion system.

The results also demonstrate that the optimized design reaches the target orbit faster,
with a smaller V decrease during the unpowered flight of the third stage. As a result, the
mission t and m consumption are reduced through the modification of the last stage with
hybrid propulsion. The TVC angles of the first and last stages are also obtained to ensure
they remain within the control deflection limits.

In addition, the comparison between the 3DOF and 6DOF models provided valuable
insights. The 3DOF model lacks complex angular velocity calculations present in the 6DOF
model, and it excludes essential factors like moment of inertia, center of mass, and moment
changes. As the simulation progresses, the disparity between these two models widens.
Specifically, the percentage differences between the 3DOF and 6DOF models were found
to be 11.55% in velocity and 8.02% in altitude. While the 6DOF model closely aligns with
the targeted parameters, there is evidence that the 3DOF model results deviate from the
targeted parameters when run with the parameters entered into the 6DOF model.

Further analysis of the results for the hybrid last stage reveals significant differences
when specific parameters are neglected. Neglecting changes in the center of gravity results
in differences of 11.06% in velocity and 68.6% in altitude. Similarly, neglecting changes
in the moment of inertia leads to differences of 12.47% in velocity and 20.9% in altitude.
Assuming constant aerodynamic coefficients results in differences of 16.5% in velocity and
108.7% in altitude. In all these cases, the flight path angle deviates significantly from zero.
Moreover, when all three cases are neglected, substantial differences of 37.87% in velocity
and 226.2% in altitude are observed, with the flight path angle being notably different
from zero. When conducting further analysis of the results for the original solid last stage,
significant differences emerge when specific parameters are neglected. Neglecting changes
in the center of gravity yields differences of 10.6% in velocity and 48.8% in altitude. Similarly,
overlooking changes in moment of inertia results in differences of 15.8% in velocity and
23.2% in altitude. Assuming constant aerodynamic coefficients further produces differences
of 19.5% in velocity and 78.9% in altitude. In all these cases, a noticeable trend is the
significant deviation of the flight path angle from zero. Furthermore, neglecting all three
cases leads to substantial differences of 43.7% in velocity and 206.2% in altitude, with
the flight path angle notably diverging from zero. This highlights the critical impact
of comprehensive modeling on the optimization process, whereas simulations without
comprehensive modeling achieve the desired trajectory using different design parameters.

Consequently, it is seen that the performance of the launch vehicle is enhanced by
utilizing a hybrid propulsion system, which offers lower production and manufacturing
costs compared to other propulsion systems. The major contribution of the present work is
considered to be the study of HRMs through the application of subsystems. Our future goal
is to apply different parameters to the HRM system to better understand the relationship
between environmental changes and HRMs.
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